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INDIVIDUAL CREATIVE WORKS AND PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MARC MEYER
Full Time Professor, Anthropology
Social & Behavioral Sciences

Dr. Marc Meyer published a research article in the journal Nature, “Reevaluating bipedalism in Danuvius. Dr. Meyer and his colleagues examined the functional anatomy of Danuvius guggenmosi, a species of Miocene hominoid from the 11.62-million-year-old site of Hammerschmiede. Unlike previous analyses, they found that this species was not a biped, and instead, its limb proportions, phalangeal curvature, and vertebral morphology suggest that Danuvius was adapted to upright posture and suspensory locomotion like living apes. This research was a collaboration with scholars from The University of Texas at Austin, New York University, Texas A&M University, Chaffey College and Stony Brook University.

A link to the article may be accessed here: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2736-4.epdf?sharing_token=nwy4zebVhqDfFce3Krk_XNRgN0jAiWel9jnR3ZoTv0NSpFb_xe09LPAdZPmdvQz6OIdGulW4P2MZWRG84cgLU4NH7aEtIzEfrrjLbcQYxzFgboiBwu8NKU8xO0I7auQhYkmjn_MhuKcMyj2-rh4JDYZ9EH4rEfjs5tsvnd6smY%3D
Individual Creative Works Continued

MICHELLE DOWD
Full Time Faculty, Journalism
Language Arts

Michelle’s nonfiction book *Forager* was just purchased by Algonquin Books.

TEREZITA OVERDUIN
Full Time Faculty, Library
Institutional Effectiveness and Intersegmental Partnerships

Published an article in Collaborative Librarianship which proposed and reviewed a new model for library scholarship in team environments called the Efficient Team-Driven Quality Scholarship Model. Citation: Alexander, J., Anderson, A., Bozarth, S., Cribbs, H., Holloway, K., Livingston, C., Overduin, T., & Zhong, Y. (2020). The Efficient Team-Driven Quality Scholarship Model: A Process Evaluation of Collaborative Research. Collaborative Librarianship, 12(1).

https://digitalcommons.du.edu/collaborativelibrarianship/vol12/iss1/10

FACULTY SENATE HAS A NEWSLETTER!